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Abstract
Entamoeba invadens is not the secondarily reduced and simplified eukaryote unrelated to a cenancestor
as thought by some protist researchers. On the contrary, E. invadens is a single-celled eukaryote with a
complex life cycle comprised of stem cells and stem cell lines. It contains hypoxic and oxygenic life cycle
stages revealing to us details about the living conditions of LECA at the time of Unikonts’ and Excavata’s
divergence. At the end of the super group evolution are protists such as Entamoeba and Giardia and
metazoans such as Hydra and humans. Stem cells in Entamoeba and humans are controlled by the same
basal mechanisms. At the time of super group divergence LECA had an anaerobic metabolism similar
to that of Entamoeba; it contains non-aerobic mitochondria, different metabolic pathways using oxygen
or not, anti-oxidative defense mechanisms against oxygen and a life cycle organized with a stem cell
lineage. LECA evolved in the Proterozoic age from a unique vegetative cell type living in strict hypoxic
environments (temporarily protected by a cyst wall) to a more and more complex cell system capable
of living and proliferating in a wide range of hypoxic and moderate oxygenic niches. In conditions of
alternating oxygen-, nitrogen- and nutrient- cycles LECA developed the characteristics of a true stem cell
protolineage and transferred them to protist divergents and early animals. Without this ancestral heritage,
protists such as E. invadens would not be able to become pathogens. They would live in a commensal
relationship with their host. The metabolic anaerobe LECA is the common cenancestor of all eukaryotic
stem cell lineages.
Keywords: Entamoeba invadens, ancient stem cells (AnSC), stem cell lineage, induced terminal
differentiation, autonomous terminal differentiation, LECA, life cycle, stem cell protolineage

Introduction

In 1974 we discovered ancient stem cells (AnSC) in long-term
cultures of E. invadens grown in hypoxic sediments with
metabolically repressed OCB [1]. We observed two distinct stem
cell lines, which were then called “cell classes” [2]. One of them is
an oxygenic, self-renewing stem cell line (SRL) that is observed
in the early growth phase (t0-t28) leading to an autonomous
terminal differentiation for cyclic encystment (CE). The second
is a more hypoxic SRL proliferating until the end of growth
phase (t0-t96) in changing hypoxic conditions, giving rise to
mitotic arrested quiescent cells (G0 cells) capable of reentering
the cell cycle. These findings were described in detail [3] and
provide evidence that the mechanisms for cell differentiation
and stemness were inherited from LECA. Basal mechanisms
of cell differentiation and stemness were conserved not only
in Entamoeba but also in protists such as Giardia and Colpoda
[4,5]. The origin of stemness and AnSC lineages in single-celled

eukaryotes was separately reported [6].
In 1974 the modern stem cell biology was still in its beginnings. Many biologists could barely remember the work of
Ernst Häckel [7,8] or not knew nothing at all. Although the
term “Stammzelle” (German for stem cell) was introduced
by Ernst Häckel for unicellular ancestors-that took over basal
mechanisms of cell differentiation in modern eukaryotes-stem
cells remained for long time a foreign concept in protist cell
biology. Yet in 2012 peer-reviewers in Eukaryotic Microbiology
argued that the stem cell terminolgy “dealing with metazoans,
does not adress the various known stages in amoeba” and that
parasitic amoebae represent a “secondarily reduced and simplified
eukaryote” and "not something related to a cenancestor”. Both
statements have proven to be wrong and historically obsolete.
They show deficits in understanding of the evolutionary cell
biology of pathogen protists.
It is not to be overlooked that the term stem cell were used in
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the late 19th century in the context of fundamental questions
in embryology related to the germ plasm and the origin of
the blood system [9]. In the early 20th century-until 1974-there
are a large number of stem cell publications focused only on
human stem cells from haematopoietic tumors [10]. Becker,
McCulloch and Till were the first researchers working with
normal haematopoietic stem cells [11]. They described 1963
in mouse haematopoietic tissue a “class of cells” which can
proliferate to macroscopic colonies. These colonies contain
dividing cells capable of differentiation along three lines
namely the erytrocytic, granulocytic and megakaryocytic
series. HSC were established as the prototypical stem cells
capable of nearly infinitely self-renewal and differentiation
[9]. This current definition permits one to identify a variety of
stem cells in other tissues and organisms, thus also the AnSC
cells of E. invadens. After 1974 stem cells were discovered in
human umbilical cord blood. A first stem cell line was obtained
from mice in 1981, followed by stem cell lines from hamster
(1988) and primates (1995) [12].
Phylogenetically speaking, the closest relatives to the
protist AnSC stem cells of Entamoeba and Giardia are the stem
cells of basal metazoans, such as, sponges and hydra, namely
adult archeocytes and choanocytes. Although sponge cell
lines could not be maintained in culture it is generally agreed
that the archeocytes are likely to be the pluripotent stem
cells in sponges [13]. After dissociation of the sponge body,
the archaeocyte fraction aggregates and forms functional
juvenile organisms [14]. Similar to stem cells from Entamoeba
[3], differentiating archaeocytes from the fresh water sponges
Ephydatia fluviatlis are large amoeboid cells with a highly
proliferative and phagocytic activity [15], while choanocytes
give rise only to gametes or convert back to archaeocytes
[13]. Both AnSC from Entamoeba and basal metazoan as E.
fluviatilis meet the current criteria of stem cells.
In the present paper I supplement the knowledge of
Entamoeba’s stem cell biology with unpublished data from
my research work at the Department of Biology III and the
Zoological Institute of the University of Tübingen, Germany.
The protist life cycle is reinterpreted. These findings open new
perspectives into the evolutionary stem cell history. Protist
stem cell biology contradicts the conventional wisdom on
stem cell development that considers eukaryotic stem cells
to have originated from (Ur-) metazoa.

Material and methods
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from primary or secondary cultures.

Organisms and conditioning

The TR2/1 strain of E. invadens (Madagascar) was isolated in
the 1960s by Douglas Cameron Barker from the Department
of Zoology, University of Edinburgh, Scotland. For standard
cultures the TR2/1 strain was grown in 10 ml centrifuge U-tubes
(glass) with 5 ml of culture medium and the standard bacterial
dose of 5 mg of A. aerogenes strain AH8 that was inhibited
by bacteriostatic doses of streptomycin and erythromycin.
The standard amoebic inoculum was approximately 1.0x106
amoebic cells per culture tube. After addition of amoebae,
the tubes were centrifuged at 1000 rpm to gently form a
solid breeding culture sediment and kept in an incubator
at 28°C. The metabolic repressed OCB sediment consumes
dissolved oxygen (DO) from the vicinity of amoebae providing
an oxygen gradient in the culture tube. Parallel cultures were
started with 5, 10 and 15 mg bacterial doses and 2.5x105 to
2.5x106 amoebic inoculi per culture. The culture medium must
remain clear and not turbid. Superinfected turbid cultures
were discarded.

Stirring and re-centrifugation (SARC)

Cell counting requires dispersion and homogenization
of bottom sediments in culture medium. Dispersion is
problematical, as stirring and homogenization change culture
hypoxia. For establishing growth kinetics, parallel cultures
were assessed and each culture tube was measured only
once (e.g., t24, t48, t72, t96, t120). To understand the effects of
homogenization and oxygenation on the amoebic population
some of the samples were re-centrifuged at 1.000 rpm and
later underwent a second evaluation.

Oxygen contents, pO2 and hypoxic range

At the time the Aa(Sm) culture technique was established,
there was no means to measure the oxygen content in the
bottom sediment. Hypoxic effects were investigated by
doubling and tripling the standard OCB dose and varying
the quantity of amoebic inoculi.

Hypoxic induced mass encystment

Culture sediments containing self renewing stem cells of
the QD24LT line (D1 cells) and mitotic arrested quiescent
QD cells (D2 cells) [3] were induced for encystment in
conditions of nutrient depletion and strong hypoxia. Culture
medium supernatant was gently removed by aspiration and
substituted with 5 ml phosphate buffer pH 5.5 at 50mOsm/L
free of antibiotics (AaEM encystment medium). 10-15 mg
A. aerogenes from a logarithmic 20 h bacterial culture was
added and centrifuged, to form a adequate strong hypoxic
OCB sediment capable of mass encystment.

The Aa(SM) culture method developed during 1970-1974 was
described in previous papers [1,3]. We cultured Entamoeba
invadens in bottom sediments with oxygen consuming
bacteria (OCB) metabolically repressed by antibiotics. As
oxygen consuming associates we used Citrobacter [16] and
later Aerobacter aerogenes [1,3]. Primary cell cultures were
started with fresh ITD cysts induced for encystment in strong
hypoxic OCB sediments covered by a hypoosmotic nutrient- Results
free AaEM encystment medium. Subcultures were started E. invadens develops in OCB sediments a sequence of primary,
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secondary and tertiary stem cells (P, S, T cells). It is a PST
D1 cell line
Sum:
Amoebulae
lineage containing three self-renewing stem cell lines namely
0.8
0.8
the primary (p-SRL), the secondary (s-SRL) and the tertiary
0.8
0.8
(t-SRL) line. The PST lineage is controlled by environmental
0.8
0.8
factors such as oxygen consumption by bacteria and bacterial
0.8
depletion by amoebae (phagocytosis). The assumptions made
0.8
are that dissolved oxygen tension (pO2) in 26°C cultures is at
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
4.8
about 8.1% (temperature-dependent DO concentration for
solutions) and OCB associates progressively consume oxygen
D2 cells (G0 reservoir)
thus increasing hypoxia in the vicinity of amoebae. Based on
VP=5,6
these assumptions, we investigated (i) the regulatory effects
Figure 1. The primary self renewing p-SRL line and the
of low, middle and high hypoxic OCB sediments by starting
primary stem cell reservoir.
the cultures with initial bacterial doses of 5, 10 and 15 mg, as
Between t=0 and t=96 the primary population from the
Table 2 complets six cycles of asymmetric cell division. In this
well as (ii) the effects of oxidative stress caused in cultures by
way, a constant self-renewing stem cell fraction (p-SRL) with
stirring and recentrifugation (SARC). Culture homogenisation
0.8x106 D1 cells (SRP cells) develops a quiescent stem cell
brings oxygen-derived stress for the metabolic anaerobe E.
reservoir of about 4.8x106 MAP cells (D21-6 cells).
invadens, inducing changed expression of genes and proteins
[17]. We present results describing the interrelation between
the stem cell lineage of E. invadens and metabolic niches, while primary D2 cells exit the cell cycle as mitotic arrested
mimicked in vitro by OCB sediments.
stem cells (quiescent MAP cells) (Table 1). Mitotic arrested stem
Sediment hypoxia increased when subcultures start with cells assume a G1/G0 phenotype retaining phagocytic activity.
a new bacterial dose and decreased by phagocytic depletion, They play a role as reserve stem cells (RSC) re-entering cell
bacterial aging or further passages. Culture hypoxia evolved cycle when passaged in subcultures. Cycling SRPs form the
following a Gaussian curve with an ascendant and a descendent self-renewing stem cell line p-SRL. Until the end of the culture
phase. The amplitude of the curve depends on the metabolic the primary p-SRL stem cell line divides asymmetrically and
quality of the added bacteria, if they are freshly produced remains the same size, namely eight times the number of
or preserved in refrigerator. Lineage development depends the cysts used to inoculate the culture. Neither SRP nor MAP
ultimately on the height and width of the hypoxic curve.
cells encyst during growth. The primary stem cell population
remains homogenous (only P cells) and cyst free.

Primary culture
The initiation phase in the primary culture

The life cycle of E. invadens starts from the totipotent precursor
that is the tetranucleated innercyst cell (8C polyploid cell).
It hatched during the early initiation phase of the primary
culture. We start the primary culture from cysts induced
by the AaEM encystment medium for hypoxic encystment
(ITD cysts). In contrast to the initiation phase observed in
LT cultures [3], primary cultures have a prolonged initiation
phase due to metacystic events following ex-cystment.
During the metacystic phase the four polyploid nuclei of the
recently hatched metacyst (M cell) divide again and again
by a series of nuclear divisions (late karyokinesis) producing
an octonucleated M8 cell (Table 7) [124,125]. Finally, the M8
metacyst give rise to eight uninucleated amoebulae (A cells)
by cytokinesis. In OCB sediments A cells decide for stemness
and asymmetric cell fate. This decision occurs probably at a
switching point for asymmetric proliferation (I) that decides
for arithmetic proliferation by asymmetric cell division. The
initiation phase of the primary culture ends at the moment
as A cells divide in two non-identical daughter cells (primary
D1 and D2 cells).

Primary P cells and the asymmetric cell fate

Primary D1 cells (SRP cells) are self-renewing cycling stem cells

Self renewing primary cells (SRP, D1 cells)

As long as the culture sediments described in Table 2 remained
undisturbed and samples for counting were taken only in the
pre-stationary or stationary phase (t96-t120), decreasing
sediment hypoxia by bacterial depletion does not affect
p-SRL proliferation. The primary line p-SRL in the Figure 1
undergoes in the first 96 h (t0-t96) six asymmetric cell
divisions (five complete and an incomplete cell cycle). Purely
mathematically, the AGT value of the p-SRL would be of about
15-16 h considering an initiation phase of about 10 h.
The primary p-SRL is a non-continuous stem cell line. Its
life span ends by bacterial penury at the end of the primary
culture or by cell passages into subcultures, where P cells
convert into one of the subsidiary stem cell lines, s-SRL or
t-SRL. p-SRL is a multipotent stem cell line, with bilateral
conversion capacity. They generate secondary (S) or tertiary
(T) stem cells by P/S or P/T conversion (Table 1).

Mitotic arrested MAP cells (RSC, D2 cells)

After each division the MAP progeny remain mitotic quiescent
(G0 state) and increased the primary stem cell reservoir. The
stem cell reservoir counts the fraction of reserve stem cells
RSC [19]. In fact, hypoxic stem cell cultures grew only by the
MAP fraction, which increases with each new asymmetric
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Table 1. The ancient stem cell system of Entamoeba invadens.
Cell type Cell line Conversion Self renewing cells
capacity
(cycling D1 cells)

Cell cycle duration Arrested cells Terminal
(in hr.)
(quiescent D2) differentiation

P

p-SRL

P/S, PT

SRP

AGT/6-24

MAP

--

T

t-SRL

--

SRT

AGT/6-24

MAT

ITD

S

s-SRL

S/T

SRS

AGT/5-6

MAS

ATD

P, S, T: primary, secondary and tertiary stem cells; SRP, SRS, SRT, self-renewing D1 cells belonging to the p-SRL,
s-SRL, t-SRL stem cell lines; MAP and MAT cells, mitotic arrested D2 cells produced by the p-SRL and t-SRL stem
cell lines; MAS: Mitotic arrested D2 cells produced by the s-SRL stem cell line; ITD: Induced terminal differentiation
producing ITD cysts; ATD: Autonomous terminal differentiation (ATD cysts); AGT: Average generation time

division by an arithmetical progression [3]. At t=96 the primary
population in the Figure 1 contains 85.70% MAP (≥4.8x106
cells) and only 14,39% SRP cells (≥0.8x106 cells). The ratio is
1:6 (Table 2).

Oxidative stress by stirring and homogenisation

secondary s-SRL line as a more oxygenic stem cell line (MO
line), starting and proliferating in low hypoxic environments.
It is a crucial divergence between the response of cycling and
quiescent P cells at SARC/t96. While SRP cells go into the P/S
conversion MAP cells (that have the role of reserve stem cells
RSC) remain unaffected and do not take part in it. In the reestablished 96 h culture sediment MAP cells don’t found stimuli
for mitotic reactivation. Missing appropriate signalling cues,
pre-stationary MAP cells do not escape mitotic quiescence.
They remained arrested at the G0 checkpoint for RSC reactivation
and cell cycle re-entry (II), waiting for the appropriate stimuli.
Similarly, mitotic arrested cells in 48 h-72 h old subcultures
remain unaffected by SARC/t48 and SARC/t72 (Table 3). While
P/S conversion may occur oxygenically, MAP reactivation
is refractory to the simple oxygenation of older cultures.

The homogenisation of the culture sediment at t=96 (SARC/
t96) and the oxidative stress caused by homogenisation stops
p-SRL proliferation. After re-centrifugation, the culture in the
Table 2 (sample 2) contains only few residual bacteria and
these bacteria were already exposed for 96 h to antibiotic
pressure and amoebic exoenzymes. However, the low hypoxia
following SARC/t96 promotes the primary SRP cells of the 6th
generation (D16 cells) into P/S conversion, shifting them to
predecessor cells for the secondary s-SRL. After the conversion
secondary SRS cells (D17,8 cells) cycled by AGT6 and produce
MAS cells for oxygenic terminal differentiation (ATD) and Are P/S conversion stimuli by SARC/t96 exclusively
cyclic encystment (CE). The primary culture ends at t=120 as achieved by residual OCB?
a heterologous population containing 66.6% primary MAP At t96 the primary culture contains 5.6x106 vegetative cells.
cells (D21-6), 22.2% ATD cysts (D27,8) and 11.1% secondary 85.61% of the cells are MAPs and 14.39% SRPs. However, the
SRS cells (D18) (Figure 2). These findings characterized the MAP cell fraction contains cells are different in age: the last
Table 2. Growth of the primary culture in sediments with oxygen consuming bacteria.
Time in h (event)

ITD
cysts

t0 (start)

≥0.1

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Excysment

--

≥0.8

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

t96 (1 counting)

--

--

5.68

≥0.8

≥4.8

--

--

6

1:7

t120 (2nd counting)

--

--

5.76

--

≥4.8

≥0.8

1.7

6+2

1:7

st

Metacystic
amebulae (A)

Vegetative
SRP cells MAP
amoebae (V) (p-SRL) cells

SRS cells ATD Cell
Ratio
(s-SRL) cysts divisions A:V

Cell fractions in 10 units. Approximately 0.1x10 ITD cysts induced by AaEM encystment medium were added to
an Aa(Sm) culture of 5 ml medium and 5 mg metabolically repressed OCB. To minimize oxidative stress by stirring,
counting and re-sedimentation (SARC), samples were counted only toward the end of the growth phase (t96). After
ex-cystment ≥0.8x106 metacystic amebulae (A cells) started the primary p-SRL by A/P conversion. Amoebic population
increased by arithmetic progression and asymmetric cell division producing non-identical D1 and D2 daughter cells.
At t96 1/7 of the population (≥0.8x106) belongs to the cycling self-renewing p-SRL line in the sixth generation (D16
cells). The other six parts (≥4.8x106 cells) are MAT cells (D21-6 cells) accumulated in the quiescent stem cell reservoir.
They remain mitoticly repressed until the end of the culture, yet retain phagocytic activity.
SARC/t96 leads p-SRL line to P/S-conversion, starting the secondary s-SRL stem cell line. The s-SRL line remains
numerically unchanged (≥0.8x106 cells). During the time t=96 until t=120 it goes through two cell cycles. Two additional
generations of MAS cells (D27-8) give rise to ATD cysts by autonomous terminal differentiation. The primary culture
becomes heterogeneous. At t=120 it contains ≥4.8x106 primary MAP cells (D21-6 cells), ≥0.8x106 self renewing secondary
SRS cells (D18 cells) and 1.7x106 ATD cysts (encysted MAS, D27-8 cells). The primary p-SRL line proliferates by AGT≤15
while the secondary s-SRL line by AGT6.
6

6
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D18
D27-8
D21-6

Figure 2. SARC/t96 conversed self-renewing primary
SRP cells (D16 cells) into a secondary s-SRL stem cell
line.
The 120 h old primary culture from the Table 1 contains
a total of eight cell generations by asymmetric cell
divisions. Red represents the six generations of mitotic
arrested primary cells MAP/D21-6 (66.6%), yelow the
two generations of ATD cysts (22.2%) formed by the
secondary MAS/D27-8 cells and green the cycling SRS/
D18 stem cells of the secondary s-SRL line (11.1%).

generation of cells such as MAP/D26 cells are only a few hours
old while the first generation of MAP/D21 cells are of about
80 h old. Aging MAPs doubled or trebled their cell volume
to giant cells. Due to their ever-increasing cell surface and the
higher number of receptors old MAP cells phagocytose the
largest share of sediment bacteria. The question is: (i) are the
few residual bacteria after 4 days of exposure to antibiotics
and amoebic exoenzymes still capable of consuming sufficient
oxygen from the reformed culture sediment, to produce
conditions for P/S conversion, s-SRL proliferation and oxygenic
ATD encystment, or (ii) is the weak oxygen reduction after
t=96 largely caused by amoebic oxygen defence mechanisms?
Genes and proteins related to the oxidative stress response
were frequently reported in Entamoebae [17,20-23] and
Giardia [24,25]. Detoxifying enzymes such as NADH oxidase
are expected to reduce oxygen to water [17,25] and H2O2
produced by amoebic flavoproteins seem to be inactivated
by other obscure mechanisms and detoxifying enzymes
[26]. On the other side it could be assumed that the weak
hypoxia restored after SARC/t96 goes to the account of both
participants in the culture sediment, namely the 5.6x106
amoebic cells and the residual bacteria used as food particles
for the secondary SR cells (SRS/D17,8).

Subcultures
Starting sediments induce P/S and P/T cell conversion

Before transfer, P cells grown in the protective hypoxic
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sediment of the primary culture were suspended in the
supernatant column, homogenized and triple counted. During
this time (10-15 min) P cells were exposed to the native DO
content of the culture medium (8.1% O2 content). The oxidative
stress continues in the sediment of the subculture as long
as oxygen consumption by OCB is low. Culture passage is in
fact a SARC/t0 event.
In contrast to SARC/t96, SARC/t0 induces both SRP and
MAP cell fractions into cell conversion. The type of conversion
depends on the oxygen depletion and hypoxia dynamics
during the early initiation phase INI. Oxygen consumption
depends both on the metabolic efficiency of the new OCB
sediment and the phagocytic activity of the amoebic inoculum.
Less oxygen depletion generates more oxygenic niches (MO
niches), stronger oxygen consumption more hypoxic niches
(moderate MH niches). OCB/MO niches enable P/S conversion
(sample 3a) while OCB/MH niches enable P/T conversion
(sample 3b-3c) (Table 3).
Converted predecessor cells for the secondary and tertiary
stem cell lines (PDS and PDT cells) end the current cycle and
divide asymmetrically in the late initiation phase (t2-t4). The
secondary s-SRL line is an oxygenic non-continuous line living in
OCB/MO niches. It produces MAS cells capable to differentiate
autonomously to ATD cysts via endopolyploidization and
oxygenic terminal differentiation [123]. In unfavorable hypoxic
conditions SRS cells converts to T stem cells by S/T conversion
(sample 3a). The tertiary t-SRL line is a unipotent continuous
line proliferating in vitro infinitely (immortal stem cell line). It
is a ubiquitous MO/MH stem cell line producing invasive MAT
cells. MATs are capable for hypoxic ITD encystment. All stem
cells and stem cell lines are presented in Table 1.

Reserve stem cells reactivation

Primary MAP cells play the role of pluripotent reserve stem cells
(RSCs) and could be reactivated by passaging to subcultures.
In contrast to the state of nutrient depletion at the end of
the primary culture (t96-t120), subcultures get fresh OCB not
affected by antibiotics and exo-enzymes, fresh nutrients and
bovine serum. The nutrient rich environment stimulates MAP
cells for reactivation. They pass the G0 checkpoint for RSC
reactivation and cell cycle reentry (II) replenishing the p-SRL
line. SARC/t0 returns MAP cells to undifferentiated cycling SRPs.
MAP reactivation takes place in all samples from the Tables 3-5,
independent of which bacterial dose we used (5-15mg).
Mitotic quiescent cells such as MAPs and MATs are
reversible-differentiated cells [4]. Their reactivation for
cell cycle re-entry is in fact a process of de-differentiation
Responsible for checkpoint transition are environmental stimuli
activating the genes for cell cycle re-entry. But where do
these factors come from? In other cell systems such as ESC
reactivation occurs by a serum response factor (SRF) [27].
Other researchers described de-differentiation as occurring
under hypoxic conditions [28]. Definitively, RSC reactivation
in E. invadens is by no means oxygenic. Primary MAPs were
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Table 3. Hypoxia dynamics in the early initiation phase INI controls P cells conversion and select a unique proliferation
pattern not influenced by the later natural hypoxic development in culture.
Sample OCB sediment Counting ATD cysts T cells Cell
Time (h)
conversion

Encysted
MAS

MAT
cells

SRT cells AGT
(t-SRL)

n(t)

3a

OCB/MO

3b

OCB/MH

3c

OCB/MH

36

4.08

3.06

P/S, S/T

D21-4

D25-6

D16

AGT/5-6

6 (36)

60

4.08

3.96

--

D2

D2

D17

AGT/24

1 (24

24

--

2.76

P/T

--

D2

D1

AGT/24

1 (24)

36*

--

5.22

--

--

D21-3

D13

AGT/6

2 (12)

48

--

3.12

P/T

--

D2

D1

AGT/24

2 (48)

--

4.56

--

--

D2

D1

AGT/11-12 1 (12)

60

**

*

1-4

5-7
1

1-2
1-3

1

2
3

Cell fractions in 106 units. The average generation time AGT was estimated by the equation AGT=t:n. In this equation “t“ is
the population age at the moment of counting and “n“ the number of cell divisions performed by cycling cells. The average
generation time AGT is a real indicator for niche quality and cycling cell response.
Parallel cultures (samples 3a-3c) were started with 1.02x106 (sample 3a), 1.04x106 (sample 3c) and 1.28x106 (sample 3b) P cells
and using a 5 mg OCB dose by SARC/t0. First counting occurred at t24 (sample 3b), t36 (sample 3a) and t48 (sample 3c). After
measuring, bottom sediments were restored by re-centrifugation (SARC). Re-evaluation occurred 12 h* or 24 h** later.
The fate of each culture was different, depending on the range of hypoxia developed by the OCB sediment during the early
initiation phase INI (t0-t2). The most oxidative MO sediment in the sample 3a induces P/S conversion and fast cycling (AGT6)
while the most hypoxic MH sediments in the samples 3b-3c decided for P/T conversion and slow cycling (AGT24). Culture
sediments in the samples 3a-3c pointed out the preferences of the more oxygenic s-SRL and more hypoxic t-SRL stem cell lines for
different hypoxic niches and pO2 levels.
Table 4. T cell proliferation in OCB/MO sediments.
Sample

Counting time* T cells (SRT, MAT) SRT/(D1) cells MAT/D21-2 cell

MAT/D22 cells MAT cells %

Inoculum

0

--

2.77

--

--

--

4a

175

4.15

2.77

1.38

--

60.50

4b

250

5.58

D2

2.81

--

100.00

4c

450

5.54

D2

2.77

--

98.93

4d

490

6.59

D2

3.82

1.01

133.10

4e

530

7.95

D2

5.18

2.37

179.72

4f

625

8.59

D2

5.82

3.01

200.00

Cell fractions in 10 units, counting time* in minutes. Parallel cultures (samples 4a-4f) were started with 2.77x106 T
cells in sediments with 5 mg OCB. The high amoebic inoculum more rapidly consumes bacteria, generating an early
OCB/MO niche. T cells end current cell cycle in about 4 h (t250) and proliferate between t250 an d t625 by fast cycling
(AGT6).
6

negative to SARC/t96 and tertiary MAT cells in subcultures were
also refractory to SARC/t24 and SARC/48 oxygenation (Table 3).
On the other side MAT cells were induced to reactivation and
T/ISH conversion by strong hypoxic OCB sediments (Table 5).
Mitotic reactivation of MAP and MAT cells occurs by SARC/t0
and cell transfer in fresh culture medium enriched by bovine
serum. Similar oxygenation and low hypoxic ranges occurs
in OCB sediments after SARC/t24, SARC/t48 and SARC/t72
however, cells remain unaffected and quiescent. Oxygenation
alone does not seem sufficient for mitotic reactivation. Most
probably, both SRF and low hypoxia cooperate for cell mitotic
reactivation, checkpoint transition and cell cycle re-entry.

SRS cells into precursor cells for a t-SRL line. These findings
show s-SRL line as a non-continuous stem cell line living
exclusively in low hypoxic OCB/MO niches that start AGT6
proliferation. This line ends when oxygen consumption
oversteps the metabolic limit of S cells. The subsequent t-SRL
line retains AGT6 proliferation going in the following 12 h
through two cell cycles (SRT/D17,8). The six generations of cells
proliferating between t=0 and t=36 by fast cycling (SRS/D11-6)
consumed the most of the OCB sediment replacing SRT cells
in an unfavorable OCB niche. Lacking optimal conditions, the
tertiary t-SRL line switched to AGT24. This decision occurred
at a switching point for fast or slow cell cycling (III).

S/T conversion

Reprogramming cell proliferation

24 h after P/S conversion hypoxia dynamics in the sample 3a
(Table 3) stopped s-SRL proliferation and converted secondary

Following P/S or P/T conversion by SARC/t0 (Table 3) cycling
S and T cells decides for an adequate proliferation pattern.
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Table 5. T cell behaviour in MO, MH and SH bottom sediments and their capacity for induced terminal differentiation.
Sample no.

OCB
Counting T cells
Cell divisions Slow-fast
dose (mg) time (h)
(D1+D2) (A/S)
cycling

MAT cells
(D2)

ITD
cysts

ITD
Refractory
cysts % to ITD

5a

5

12

5.2

1 (A)

--

D21

4.37

84

--

(1)

--

18

7.6

2 (A)

fast

D2

4.71

62

D13

5c(1)

--

36

15.2

5 (A)

fast

D21-5

15.21 100

--

5d

--

48

18.8

6 (A)

--

D21-6

17.86 95

--

5e

10

48

13.2

4 (A)

intermediate D2

10.56 80

D14

5f(2)

--

60

15.6

5 (A)

--

D21-5

n.d.

--

5g

15

48

6.0

1 (S)

slow

ISH

12.08 200

--

--

72

17.2

1(S)+2(A)

--

D2

0.32

--

5b

(2)

(3)

5h

1-2

1-4

2-3

-80

Cell fractions in 105 units; S, symmetric division; A, asymmetric division Parallel subcultures were started with a low amoebic
inoculum of about ¼ of the standard amoebic inoculum (2.60x105 T cells). OCB used in these experiments are metabolically
different from OCB in the table 3 and 4. Samples 5a-5d receive the standard OCB dose of 5 mg, samples 5e-5f the doubled
and samples 5g-5h the tripled bacterial dose. All cultures were evaluated only once.
In cultures with 5 mg OCB, T cells end current cell cycle and divide at the end of the initiation phase INI at about t4.
Thereafter, the t-SRL lines of the sample 5b/5c proliferate by fast cycling (AGT:6.2-7.2 h). In cultures with the doubled
bacterial dose of 10 mg (sample 5e/5f) the t-SRL line proliferates with moderate AGT values (AGT11-12). The strong hypoxia
which developed in culture sediments with 15 mg OCB (samples 5g-5h) converted T cell progeny into symmetric cell fate.
T cells converted to ISH cells. ISH cells progress cell cycle slowly and remain arrested at checkpoint for T cell re-conversion.
Between t48 and t72 ISH cells return to asymmetric cell fate and AGT11.
ISH and MAT (D2) cells are capable for induced strong hypoxic terminal differentiation. Both cell types give rise in strong
hypoxic OCB sediments and AaEM encystment medium to ITD cysts. Self-renewing T cells (D1) cells may be induced only
in the early G1 phase (samples 5c, 5d) so long as they are in a state of double potency and not mitoticly determined. When
mitoticly determined they become refractory to encystment stimuli (samples 5b, 5e).

Secondary SRS cells decided in our attempts for fast cycling,
while tertiary SRT cells switch in an environment-dependent
manner. After P/T conversion the OCB/MH niche from the
samples 3b, 3c decide for slow cycling by AGT24. In contrast,
the OCB/MO niche of the samples 4a-4f programmed AGT6
proliferation. Reprogramming does not occur in the sample 3a
after the natural S/T conversion. The t-SRL maintains the AGT6
proliferation pattern programmed by the OCB/MO niche of the
early initiation phase INI. The decision for slow or fast cycling
depends on the hypoxic range of the OCB sediment during
the early initiation phase INI (t0-t2) and remains constant
for the whole culture growth phase.
During subsequent growth, reprogramming occurred only
by SARC. SRT cells proliferating by AGT6 (sample 3a) switched
by SARC/t36 to AGT24 and SRT cells cycling by AGT24 (sample
3b) switched by SARC/t24 to AGT6. Reprogramming depends
on the oxygen content in the reformed OCB sediment. The
hypoxic Gaussian curve of the reformed sediment is determinant for the new selected AGT pattern.
In other words, soon after passage, the OCB sediments
from the samples 3b and 3c becomes more hypoxic as the
sediment of the sample 3a, forming an OCB/MH niche. The
low oxygen content repressed P/S conversion thus favoring
P/T conversion and slow cycling. Until t24/t48 tertiary SRT cells
maintain slow cycling, despite progressive OCB depletion and
hypoxia weakening. SARC/t24 re-formed a more favorable
OCB/MO niche. Hypoxia developed by the OCB/MO niche
switched cells from slow to fast cycling. 24 h later (t48) OCB

depletion was more advanced and the reformed OCB sediment
by SARC/t48 less favorable for switching.
In conclusion, oxidative stressors of the niche may perturb
T cell proliferation and stop the current proliferation program.
For an optimal AGT6 proliferation T cells need an optimal
balanced OCB/MO niche. If this is not available T cells choose
metabolic pathways for fast cycling.

T cells and state of double potency

As long as the T cell progeny (D1 and D2 cells) remain mitotic
undetermined they are in a state of double potency and may
differentiate terminally to ITD cysts. Both SRT in the early G1
phase and MAT cells in G0 state have ITD encystment ability
and the T cell population encysts to 95%-100% (Table 5,
samples 5c, 5d). In contrast, cells in the replicative S-phase can’t
differentiate and ITD encystment goes back to 2/3 (sample
5b) or 4/5 (sample 5e). When induced for strong hypoxic ITD
encystment MAT cells in the G2/M phases end the running cell
cycle by a differentiative symmetric division and conversed
to identical ISH cells. All ISH daughter cells may encyst and
the apparent encystment ratio is 200% (sample 5g).

Symmetric division and ISH cells

The OCB dose of 15 mg gives rise to a strong hypoxic OCB/
SH niche, that disturbed the fidelity of the asymmetric cell
proliferation (sample 5g-5h). T cells meeting the strong hypoxic
OCB/SH niche changed from asymmetric to symmetric cell
fate. Switching occurs at a checkpoint for symmetric cell fate
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M
M8

P/T

MAT

MAP (RSC)

P/S

MAS

ATD

ITD

t-S
RL

RL
S-S

t-S
RL

A
p-SRL

Multilined cultures

ATD
ITD

ISH cells

(IV). Passaging this checkpoint, T cells divide by symmetric
differentiative division to a new type of identical cells that
proliferate exclusively in SH conditions (ISH cells) by extremely
slow cycling. ISH cells continue to phagocytize OCB. 48 h
after start amoebic phagocytosis diminished hypoxia and
ISH cells arrest at the checkpoint for T cell return (V) awaiting
the further metabolic development of the sediment (sample
5g). By further bacterial depletion the OCB/SH niche becomes
an OCB/MH niche and ISH cells re-convert to T cells and
asymmetric cell fate (sample 5h). ISH cell transfer in nutrientfree AaEM encystment medium and strong hypoxic OCB/SH
niches results in symmetric differentiative division. The two
identical ISH daughter cells (G1 cells) encyst to ITD cysts.
Symmetric stem cell renewal was recently described in
human ASC [29-31]. Differentiative symmetric stem cell
division was observed in hair follicle [32], intestinal epithelium
[33], epidermis [34] and other human tissue [35]. Disruption
of asymmetric division decoupled differentiation from
proliferation [31]. ISH cells conserved the same basal
mechanisms existing in the highly evolved mammalian
stem cell systems.

doi: 10.7243/2054-717X-2-2

S/T

RL
s-S

Figure 3. The stem cell lineage (life cycle) of E. invadens.
M, metacyst (hatched innercyst cell), A amoebulae of the
first and second generation. Green represents the moderate
hypoxic stage in the life cycle (MH), yellow the most
oxygenic stage (MO) and red the strong hypoxic stage (SH)
of the stem cell lineage as observed in MH, MO and SH
culture conditions (OCB niches). The life cycle of E. invadens
consists of three self renewing stem cell lines: the primary
line p-SRL, the secondary line s-SRL and the tertiary line
t-SRL. Each stem cell line that consists of cycling cells (D1
cells) produces differentiated/quiescent D2 cells (mitotic
arrested cells, MA cells). Primary MAP cells and tertiary
MAT cells are reversible differentiated cells capable of
cell cycle reentry. MAS cells are irreversibly committed to
endopolyploidization and oxygenic terminal differentiation
(ATD cysts). MAT cells are long living quiescent cells
capable of producing ITD cysts, when induced in strong
hypoxic/hypoosmotic, non-nutrient media. P/S and P/T are
alternative conversion events that depend on the pO2 value
of the niche. S/T conversion occured when the MO niche
become less oxygenic. Checkpoints (switching points): (I)
switching point for asymmetric proliferation; (II) checkpoint
for RSC reactivation and cell cycle re-entry; (III) switching
point for fast or slow cycling; (IV) checkpoint for symmetric
cell fate; (V) checkpoint for T cell return. RSC, reserve stem
cells, ATD oxygenic terminal differentiation producing ATD
cysts, ITD, more hypoxic terminal differentiation producing
ITD cysts.

As seen in primary cultures SARC/t96 induced oxidative
stress leads to P/S conversion and ATD cyst production
(Figure 3). Passaging P cells at the time when the primary
population contains only P cells (t<96), the subculture remains
homogenous. However, the fate of the subculture depends on
the OCB niche starting in the early INI (t0-t2). When an OCB/
MH niche is established, then P cells convert to a t-SRL line
(P/T conversion) and the subsequent population is cyst-free
and homogenous. When an OCB/MO niche is established,
then P cells convert to a s-SRL line for ATD cysts production
(P/S conversion). Later (t28) SRS cells convert to a t-SRL line
and the subculture became heterogenous. The fate of the
subculture depends both on the kind of amoebic inoculi
(containing one or more cell types) and on the type of the
starting OCB niche (MO, MH or SH niche).
As seen in the Table 6 some passages contain ATD cysts,
others do not. Cyst free populations are not always homogenous. They may contain, in addition to the major t-SRL, a
young primary p-SRL generated by just hatched ATD cysts.
P/S conversion in the next passage gives rise to a secondary
s-SRL line producing ATD cysts, but the transient s-SRL
converts further to a tertiary t-SRL. At the end of the passage,
the population contains two t-SRL lines and ATD cysts from stemness and the hypoxia of the niche. While OCB sediments
the transient s-SRL.
underlie amoebic phagocytosis they mimic all metabolic
niches* of the host: from almost anoxic (<0.1% O2) and strong
Discussion
hypoxic SH niches (0-1% O2) to moderate hypoxic MH niches
The discovery of E. invadens stem cell lineage in variable (2%-5% O2) and moderate oxygenic MO niches (5-8% O2). The
OCB niches using metabolically repressed bacteria provided oxygen contents of liver and intestinal tissue-both frequently
an opportunity to study the biology of AnSC and also the infected by E. histolytica-are 5.4% respectively 7.6% O2 [110].
evolutionary origin of stem cells. OCB sediments are outs- Like natural host niches, OCB niches control the development
tanding instruments to study complex interrelations between of Entamoeba’s lineage and cell differentiation.
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Table 6. Stem cell conversions and multi-lined cultures.
Population

Case Inoculum

Conversion SARC during Conversion
(early INI) growth
by SARC

End of culture

Primary

A

ITD cysts

A/P

--

--

T

B

ITD cysts

A/P

t96

P/S

T+S+ATD cysts

Subcultures

C

P

P/T

--

--

T

D

P

P/S, S/T

--

--

T+ATD cysts

F

T+ATD cysts

A/P

--

--

T+P

E

S+ATD cysts

A/P

--

--

P+T+ATD cysts

G

P+T+ATD cysts

A/P, P/S

--

--

P+T+ATD cysts

H

P+T+ATD cysts

A/P, P/T

--

--

P+T

I

T+P

P/S, S/T

--

--

T+ATD cysts

J

T+P

P/T

--

--

T

K

T

--

--

--

T

Depending on the kind of inoculi, OCB niches and oxidative stress cultures end as homogenous, apparently
homogenous and heterogenous populations. Only few populations are homogeneous consisting of a
single stem cell type (P or T cells). Apparently homogenous populations contain usually a dominant T cell
subpopulation and a minor (coverted) P cell fraction respectively S cell fraction producing ATD cysts in
the subsequent passage. This explains why some cultures contain cysts and others not. ATD encystment in
cultures was defined in the past as an enigmatic “spontaneous” encystment.

*OCB niches are metabolic environments consuming oxygen.
Environmental cues and niche hypoxia control E. invadens’
stem cell lineage. For niche definition see Liu et al 2009 [79].

tertiary t-SRL are non-continuous stem cell lines. The tertiary
t-SRL is the unique, continuous immortal stem cell, living
infinitely in MO and MH niches. The secondary s-SRL is the
unique stem cell line living exclusively in OCB/MO niches.
Life cycle and stem cell lineage in E. invadens
According to their conversion and differentiation capacities P
E. invadens’ stem cell lineage has oxygenic, more hypoxic cells are multipotent and T cells unipotent. Potency restriction
and strong hypoxic cell lines and a robust stem cell hierarchy. occurs during cell line conversion. Each SRL is constant in
Lineage development begins with the eight metacystic number and surrounded by a bulk of mitotic arrested cells.
amoebulae (A cells) generated by the hatched innercyst cell, MAT cells are the most dominant cell subpopulation. In strict
that decide for stemness and asymmetric cell fate. It continues hypoxic OCB/SH niches T cells converted to strong hypoxic ISH
with the self-renewing p-SRL, s-SRL and t-SRL lines that give cells which proliferate by slow cycling and symmetric division.
rise by asymmetric cell division to non-identical daughter ISH cells are transient amplifying stem cells of identical cell fate,
cells. One is the self-renewing cell (D1 cell) and the other, the living exclusively in strong hypoxic OCB/SH niches in almost
mitotic arrested cell (D2 cell).
anoxic conditions. When oxygen content increases ISH/G2
Primary MAP cells are reserve stem cells (RSC). MAP cells cells arrest at the checkpoint for T cell return (V), waiting the
are reversible differentiated cells [4] capable of reentering the further evolution of the niche. Oxygen depletion and return
cell cycle and converting to a subsidiary stem cell line (s-SRL, to strong OCB/SH niche continues ISH cell proliferation. When
t-SRL). Secondary MAS cells are irreversibly committed for hypoxia lessens then ISH cells reconvert to T cells. ISH/G2 cells
endopolyploidization by an oxygenic (intrinsic) mechanism transferred in OCB/SH sediments and encystment medium
of differentiation [123]. Endopolyploid MAS cells (MAS/EP give rise to two ISH/G1 daughters that form ITD cysts.
cells) are induced by oxygenic stimuli to ATD encystment
Five cell conversion events (A/P, P/S, S/T, P/T, T/ISH) and
(ATD cysts). The dominant MAT subpopulation maintains several checkpoints and switching points controlled lineage
phagocytical activity. It is the invasive cell type of E. invadens. development in E. invadens. Cell conversion occurs by
MAT cells may be induced experimentally to convert to ITD passaging and depends on hypoxic stimuli in the starting
cysts directly (as G0 cells) or via ISH cell cycle and symmetric OCB sediment (Figure 3).
division. In contrast to ATD encystment, the mechanisms of
E. invadens’ stem cell lineage ends by a terminal differeITD encystment are strict hypoxic and induced by extrinsic ntiation process that forms ATD or ITD cysts. Terminal differstimuli. In the past ATD cysts were falsely considered to occur entiation includes totipotency recovery by molecular
“spontaneously”.
reprogramming. The resting innercyst cell is the totipotent
According to their life duration both primary p-SRL and progenitor capable of a new round of life. At the moment, it
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is unclear if the innercysts cells of the ITD and ATD cysts are
in toto identical. Their vegetative descendants are not. MAS
cells are short living cells committed to MAS/EP differentiation,
while MAT cells are long living reversible-differentiated G0 cells
capable of phagocytosis and invasiveness. ATD encystment
is a more oxygenic process occurring in OCB/MO sediments
while ITD encystment is a strong hypoxic process occurring
in OCB/SH niches.
The oxygen content of OCB sediments and tissue specific
niches are the determinants for lineage development. Starting
OCB/MO niches (subculture) leads primary SRP cells to P/S
conversion and enables s-SRL line to produce ATD cysts. Once
the OCB niche consumes more oxygen and become hypoxic,
the s-SRL line stops proliferation and ATD cyst formation and
converts to a tertiary t-SRL capable of proliferation in both
OCB/MH and OCB/MO niches.
In the past, ITD encystment assays were performed on
axenically grown trophozoites induced for encystment in
nutrient poor encystment media named TPS, CEM or AEM
[36,37]. AEM contains a triptic digest of casein, yeast extract
and 5% dialyzed serum in 5mM potassium phosphate pH7.0.
The terminal differentiation process takes about 30 h. Using
cells of the growth phase 70% of the cells encyst. Other
researchers induced encystment in diluted (hypo-osmotic)
growth medium or in growth medium without glucose [38],
however, little is known about the state of environmental
hypoxia encountered by the permissive and refractory cells.
Turner and Eichinger [39] used horizontally incubated glassscrew-cap tubes full with an encystment medium containing
5% adult beef serum inoculated with a total of 4.5x106 cells
(5x105 cells/ml). They observed the formation of multicellular
aggregates, within which encystment occurred and consider
aggregates formation as the initial phase of encystment,
started by the Gal-terminated ligands from the serum. They
proposed that "only those cells in contact with adsorbed ligands
would be competent to encyst”. The majority of aggregate
cells-to which the adsorbed ligand are unavailable-would
not be expected to encyst. By this method cells may take
several days to complete encystment (>48 h). In our opinion
cells horizontally incubated in glass-screw-cap tubes need
more time for consuming oxygen; the aggregates facilitate
the hypoxic state needed for ITD encystment.
Our encystment study takes place in OCB/SH bottom
sediments covered by 5 ml nutrient-free phosphate buffer
in tubes incubated vertically at 26°C. This method is superior
to all previous methods and more effective. T cells encyst
in about 10-12 h without additives, beef serum or ligands.
Encystment efficiency depends on the cell cycle position of
the induced cells: (i) T-cells in the state of double potency
(non-differentiated SRT and MAT cells) may be induced directly
for ITD encystment at the ratio 1:1 and encystment efficiency
is 100%; (ii) G1 cells passing restriction point RP are mitotic
determined and not capable for ITD encystment; (iii) cells
from the S-phase are refractory for encystment; and (iv) G2/M

doi: 10.7243/2054-717X-2-2
cells conversed to ISH cells, that end cell cycle by symmetric
differentiative division giving rise to identical ISH daughter
cells that both encyst (encystment efficiency 200%-sample 5g).
As with the stem cells of ancestral divergents, AnSC cells of
E. invadens are stages of the ancestral life cycle. Different cell
types (life cycle stages) cohabitate within the cell community
as single-celled individuals. They cooperate to model niche
hypoxia changing the characteristics of metabolic OCB niche
by phagocytosis (bacteria depletion), thus altering the oxygen
content of the niche. Lineage development depends on
hypoxia dynamics in the niche. In vivo parasitic AnSC live in
inflammatory and non-inflammatory host niches, mimicking
the behaviour of host stem cells that reside in native hypoxic
niches.
The stem cell lineage of E. invadens is the most primitive
stem cell system known today and evolutionarily closer related
to LECA than any other stem cell system of basal metazoans.
Stem cells and differentiation features of E. invadens are not
consequences of the parasitic way of life. On the contrary,
the parasitic way of life was made possible by the basal
stem cell mechanisms inherited from LECA and conserved
by Entamoeba [40].

Energy metabolism and metabolic pathways of
Entamoeba

Similar to Giardia lamblia and Trichomonas vaginalis, Entamoebae are hypoxic eukaryotes capable of anaerobic energy
metabolism [41]. Metabolic anaerobe protists lack features
of aerobic metabolism such as the Krebs’ cycle and oxidative
phosphorylation. They have metabolites involved in glycolysis
and associated pathways [42]. In Entamoeba L-cystein seem
to be an important scavanger of reactive oxygen species. It
plays an essential role in proliferation, adherence and defence
against oxidative stress. L-cystein depletion leads to drastic
changes in core metabolism. It represses glycolysis reducing
the production of ethanol and the major nucleotitide di- and
tri-phosphates [42].
Entamoebae consume oxygen and tolerate low levels of
pO2 [42-44]. They are highly susceptible to exogenous reactive
oxygen species (ROS) such as hydrogen peroxide and possess
mechanisms of detoxification similar to those known in
prokaryotes [44]. The end products of anaerobic metabolism
are CO2, ethanol and acetate. Three times as much ethanol as
acetate (3:1) was produced in anaerobic experiments. In aerobic
conditions the ratio was reversed (1:3) [45]. Oxidative stress
by 400mM of H2O2 showed 90% trophozoites remain viable
[42]. The oxidative stress by H2O2 caused drastic modulation
of metabolites involved in glycolysis, chitin biosynthesis, and
nucleotide and amino acid metabolism. Oxidative stress leads
to inhibition of glycolysis, inactivating several key enzymes.
They re-direct the metabolic flux towards glycerol and chitin
biosynthesis. An increase of anaerobic glycolysis of glucose is
known in mammalian embryogenesis also. The authors above
considered the glycerol biosynthetic pathway as a metabolic
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anti-oxydative defence system in E. histolytica. Mechanisms This H2O2 concentration approximates the physiological
of oxygen resistance seemed likely to be acquired by LGT conditions of the gastrointestinal lumen [118]. Results from
from prokaryotes. Increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) H2O2 exposed cultures were compared with control data
and nitrogen species (RNS) as response to oxygen-derived from cells grown axenically there were not exposed to H2O2.
stress were observed in mammalian tissues at the site of The majority of genes encoding for ROS stress detoxifying
inflammation due to bacterial-type oxygen and nitric oxide proteins (ca 287 genes) were not significantly changed in
reductases [17]. Both are markedly increased upon oxygen cell exposed to oxidative stress [17]. The authors found 185
exposure.
genes up-regulated by oxidative stress and and 102 genes
According to the study above, we suppose that stem cells down-regulated by H2O2 exposure. A significant number of
of E. invadens change their metabolic pathway when transferred genes code for unknown proteins. The largest group of genes
from MO to MH niches by decreasing acetate and increasing up-regulated by H2O2 encodes proteins that may be related
ethanol production. If this is correct, proliferation of the to signaling pathways and signaling/regulatory systems. The
tertiary t-SRL line (SRT cells) by AGT5-6, AGT11-12 and AGT24 authors conclude that the transcriptional response at the
depends on genes and metabolic pathways that control fast detoxification level is constitutive for E. histolytica and was
and slow cycling proliferation. We suppose that fast cycling not induced by the H2O2 stressor.
(starting in OCB/MO niches) takes place by evolutionarily
We suppose that axenic culture medium offers a more
younger metabolic pathways that produce more acetate as end oxygenic (MO) than a more hypoxic (MH) environment and
product, while slow cycling starting in OCB/MH niches would that axenically grown Entamoebae belong to a predominant
be controlled by an older metabolic pathway producing more T cell population, respectively, a t-SRL line adapted to low
ethanol. In OCB/MO niches oxygen acts as a powerful degrader hypoxic conditions. Oxygen content in media at 37°C warm
of organic compounds. Many of the hypoxic organisms that media is of about 6.71% O2*. The fact that the majority of genes
do not tolerate O2 benefit from moderate doses of O2 (http:// encoding ROS stress detoxifying proteins were not significantly
www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/precambrian/archean_hadean.php). changed when exposed to further oxidative stress might
have something to do with the relative high pO2 value of
Genes and oxidative response of Entamoeba
the axenic culture.
The TR2/1 strain of E. invadens is a highly invasive pathogen
*DO concentration at 37°C (http://water.epa.gov/type/rsl/
strain isolated from snakes. Its pathogenic potential is
monitoring/vms52.cfm).
determined by the ancestral life cycle conserved by this strain. Non virulent (commensal) strains such as E. histolytica/Rahman
Lineage development starts in the anaerobe intestinal lumen and E.dispar were tested similarly. Only 218 genes were detected,
of the host (SH/MH environments) and continues in the more 153 of which were upregulated and 65 downregulated by the
oxygenic tissue of the colon, where primary cells convert either H2O2 stressor. These strains are non-pathogenic (commensal)
into an s-SRL(MO) line for oxygenic ATD cysts formation or into having probably a regressive evolution regarding the stem
a tertiary t-SRL(MH) line producing invasive MAT cells. t-SRL cell lineage. They have a significantly fewer transcriptional
is the invasive stem cell line capable of proliferating in both changes. Their overall number of changes for the regulating
MO and MH tissue, activating permanently specific metabolic genes were significantly lower [17]. Both strains have a
and cycling pathways. Stem cell responses to oxidative and decreased repertoire of transcriptional changes in response
hypoxic stressors are controlled by genes modulating lineage to oxidative stress, the extent of up-regulation was much
development.
higher in the HM2:IMSS strain [17].
Before stemness and stem cell lineages were discovered in E.
In contrast to the above results that proposed that diffinvadens [3] and Giardia [4] numerous researchers held true the erential response to oxidative stress is a primordial factor of
premise that the resistance of E histolytica to ROS cytotoxicity the pathogenic potential of Entamoebae, we consider the
is the determinant factor for pathogenicity [17]. The idea was fully conserved LECA protolineage to be the determinant
that upon invasion of the intestinal epithelium metabolic for the invasive/pathogenic way of life. Strains and species
anaerobe protists such as E. invadens and E. histolytica are which lack the whole ancestral stem cell protolineage and
confronted with varying pO2 values and cytotoxic reactive associated genes due to regressive evolution are non- invasive
oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS and RNS). Genes coding and non-virulent, living as commensals. A similar regressive
for detoxification pathways for ROS and RNS were found in gene evolution occurred in the kinom genetics of Giardia vs.
the genome of anaerobic protists [17]. Some of these genes ancient Excavata divergents [97].
had been acquired by LGT from prokaryotes [116,117]. The
Hypoxic ranges and environmental pO2 values modulate
question was if the defense mechanisms against oxidative lineage development. Hypoxic stress controls P/T and S/T
stress are induced at the time Entamoebae enters high conversion, and slow cycling, while oxidative stress controls
oxygenic environments or not. To determine the oxidative P/S conversion and fast cycling. The secondary s-SRL (MO)
pathway genes response, the highly invasive/pathogenic prefers oxygenic environments while the tertiary t-SRL lives
strain HM-1:IMSS was exposed to 1mM H2O2 for 1 hour [17]. in both oxygenic and hypoxic niches. It proliferates in diverse
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MH niches by AGT24 or AGT11-12 and in MO environments
by AGT5-6. The switching of T stem cells from slow to fast
cycling is a major advantage for invasion and pathogenicity.
Down- and up-regulating genes for still unknown proteins and
cell control mechanisms are surely related to the metabolic
processes occurring in the lineage by changing from MH
into MO niches.

Anaerobe and aerobe mitochondria in stem cells

Cell metabolism mainly depends on mitochondria. Entamoebae
contain between 25 und 150 mitosomes per cell [46,47].
Mitosomes and the dehydrogenosomes discovered in the last
twenty years were considered mitochondrial "homologues"
or "relic mitochondria”. They were found in many metabolic
anaerobe protists living in marine and fresh water sediments
as well in protists living in commensal and parasitic symbiosis.
Very little is known how mitosomes are inherited by cell
division [46,48,49].
All eukaryotic cells contain mitochondria and all mitochondria have an endosymbiotic origin [122]. However, the origin
of endosymbiosys is highly controversial. The traditional view
presumes an initial eukaryote-prokaryote endosymbiosis: the
host acquiring this organelle would have been a full developed
eukaryote, that phagocytized an obligate aerobe prokaryote
mostly related to the modern day Rickettsiae [50]. This form
of endosymbiosis would be a relatively late evolutionary
event. Aerobe mitochondria use Krebs’ metabolism that
can be inhibited by hypoxia [46]. Thus, in strict hypoxic and
parasitic life conditions the aerobe mitochondria would be
undergone a dramatic reductive evolution to mitosomes.
However, this traditional theory is problematic because it
presumes the host cell to have been an eukaryote already. It
cannot explain satisfactorily the ubiquity of mitochondria and
some aspects of the reactive oxygen species problem [50]. A
more recent theory preposes an early prokaryote-prokaryote
endosymbiosis between a facultative anaerobe endosymbiont
(α proteobacterium) able to live with or without O2-producing
H2-and a prokaryote host (archaebacterium) that need H2 as a
source of energy and electrons. The progressive evolution of
such participants can better explain the eukaryotic ubiquity
of mitochondria and the variety of anaerobic and aerobic
mitochondria in eukaryotes [50]. Which theory best fits the
stem cell reality? Undoubtedly, the prokaryote-prokaryote
endosymbiosis.
Recent works take in to account the common ancestry of
mitochondria, mitosomes and hydrogenosomes. The first
metazoans which possessed cristae-mitochondria and a
stem cell system lived in conditions of extremely low oxygen.
Geochemical evidence points the general oxygenation of
the oceans around 635 MYA [51,52]. A recent New Scientist
blog* cites many authors saying that first animals evolved
earlier, when there was a lot less oxygen. There are modern
day sponges that survive for longer time in an aquarium with
200 times less oxygen then in the atmosphere indicating that
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early animals probably could too [51]. William Martin [50]
pointed out that DNA today is so genetically diverse that the
first animals must have evolved at a time when mitochondria
in cells functioned without oxygen, similar to mitochondria
from modern day sponges. Other paleontologists suggest
that animals appeared even earlier, possibly as early as 1000
MYA [53].
*Colin Barras (2014) First animals may have lived with almost
no oxygen. New scientist (Earth Science, Evolution, Featured,
Life) 2014/02/17
Sponges are probably the earliest diverging extant metazoan
[54-58] and the oxygen requirements of modern day sponges
are still today extreme low [59,60]. The estimates suggest that
early animals may have had relatively low oxygen requirements
[51] and their stem cells contain probably more anaerobic than
aerobic mitochondria. The mitochondria of archaeocytes and
choanacytes have well defined cristae and and typical double
membranes [61] however, they are rare and small in diameter
(0.2 to 0.3 μ) [62]. In contrast, aerobe mitochondria from the
free-living protist Tetrahymena pyriformis are larger (0.75-0.93
μ in diameter) and more numerous (900 units per cell) [63].
All these findings support the hypothesis that the first stem
cell protolineage was developed by LECA at a time as the
oceans has low to moderate oxygen contents and LECA has
an anaerobe metabolism. As observed in E. invadens, stemness
needs “proterozoic“ conditions, namely hypoxic niches,
glycolysis, anaerobic metabolisms and a low reactive oxygen
species (ROS) content. All these standards are characteristics
of the early anaerobic life of LECA passed down to protists
and basal metazoans. The question is: what happens as
metazoans become aerobes? How did these organisms adapt
the ancestral stemness to their aerobic style of life?
Human stem cell researchers described over the last twenty
years, stem cell systems as consisting of different subsets.
A small stem cell subset would be necessary to sustain a
steady state level of mature terminal differentiated cells and
up-regulate their production in response to stressors and
environmental cues [64]. The human HSC system needs a stem
cell pool capable of cycling without pluripotency reduction,
and a larger population of quiescent stem cells that cycle not
more than sporadically and unpredictably. The hierarchical
organization of the HSC system occurs on the basis of G0
quiescence, in which “primitive” haematopoietic cells exhibit
stem cell activity [64,65]. The same “subsets” exist in the ancient
stem cell systems of E. invadens and Giardia [4], however, a
fundamental contradiction exists. The undifferentiated cycling
stem cells of humans and mammalian (D1 analogs) preserve
glycolysis and the metabolism of the anaerobe ancestor, while
quiescent G0 cells (D2 analogs) and progenitor cells switch
to TCA (Krebs) cycle and oxydative phosphorylation.
Human HSC reside in hypoxic bone marrow niches (BM
niches) containing 1.3-4.3% oxygen [66-68] and give rise to
distinct stem cell subsets by asymmetric cell division: one of
them is the undifferentiated self renewing fraction of HSCs
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(D1 analogs), that lost most mitochondria and proliferate by
fast cycling. The metabolic activity of the aerobe mitochondria
dispersed in cycling HSC cells is low and cells recover energy
by anaerobe glycolysis. Undifferentiated pluripotent ESCs
use glycolisis too and require a high flux of glucose uptake
[69-71]. Metabolism of cycling HSC has intermediates and
end products, which indicate active glycolysis and upregulation of glycolysis enzymes [66]. The quiescent subset
(D2 analogs) accumulates most mitochondria and switches
to aerobic metabolism. It exits cell cycle as quiescent cells or
progenitor cells in an either slow cycling state. High levels of
mitochondrial ROS prime progenitor cells for differentiation,
while low levels of ROS retain self-renewing capacity of HSC
[66,69,73]. In contrast to E. invadens, fast-cycling means in the
HSC system four to seven cell divisions in a time interval of
7 weeks, while slow-cycling means at least 12-14 weeks till
first cell division occurs [74,75].
The metabolic profile of the HSCs differs from that of
differentiated and committed progenitors cells and reflects
the location of the cells in a hypoxic niche [76,77]. If metabolic
reprogramming of quiescent and progenitor cells from
oxydative phosphorylation to glycolysis is cleared, protection
mechanisms against hypoxic damages remain to be clarified
[66]. The reprogramming of somatic cells to pluripotency (iPSC)
is also dependant on glycolysis and depends on the metabolic
profile of the starting somatic cells. During reprogramming,
an increase in specific glycolytic gene expression precedes the
genes that regulate self renewing, suggesting that metabolic
resetting has an early active role in the return to pluripotency
[71,78]. Induced totipotency recovery for ITD encystment in E.
invadens also requires strong hypoxic conditions. Human iPSC
cells probably use ancestral mechanisms for reprogramming
pluripotency.
Others such as in protist AnSC, slow proliferating HSC cells
(D2 analogs) give rise to a sequence of differentiating progenitor cells that can replenish the terminal differentiated
cells (blood cells) via expansion of HSC or progenitor cell
populations by symmetric cell division, however without
depleting stem cell quality [79-83]. It is the same basal
mechanism observed in E. invadens via ISH cells. Stem
cell maintenance is controlled by tumor supressor genes,
oncogenes and p53 protein [79] and the life span of HSC
can be limited in vivo by elevated ROS levels [85] Loss of p53
function increases intracellular ROS levels which leads to
increased DNA damage [84]. Quiescence may protect the
cells from ROS-dependant DNA damages [79].

Oxygen gradients of metabolic niches

In the last 5-6 years stem cell researchers demonstrated that
low pO2 levels greatly influenced embryonic and adult stem
cell biology [68,86,87]. Moreover, previously unknown stem
cells could be found in notoriously hypoxic niches such as
the kidney medulla/papilla [88]. Several studies on long term
HSC (LT- HSC) lead to a model in which the hypoxic character
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of the stem cell is determined by its position within the BM
niche [67]. The metabolic state and the oxygen pressure of the
niche direct cell proliferation in both HSC and AnSC stem cell
systems. Oxygen gradients from <1% to 8% were described
in the neural stem cell niche [89]. In the haematopoietic
stem cell niche oxygen concentration varies between 1%
(osteoblast region) and 6% (blood vessel) [68,80]. Quiescent
HSC positioned distal, activated HSC interproximal, and
progenitor cells were positioned proximal to the oxidative
blood vessel [68,90]. Oxygen tension as low as 1% decrease cell
proliferation, while oxygen tensions between 3-5% have no
effect on proliferation [91]. Many experimental results suggest
that proliferation and quiescence may be regulated by the
oxygen tension gradient of the niche. This supposition is also
valid for the AnSCs, which evolved in MH/MO and MO niches,
switching from extended quiescence to rapid proliferation.
Another striking similarity between AnSC and LT-HSC is
their capacity to migrate from a more hypoxic niche to a
more oxygenic niche. Studies on transplanted murine HSC
have shown that stem cells move away from the bone vessel
region deep in the osteoblastic zone [92,93], suggesting that
HSC tell us something about the metabolic state of the niche
in which they reside. The metabolic state of the niche controls
cell proliferation in both AnSC and HSC lineages. It is clear
that the stem cell biology of E. invadens can answer some
open questions about metazoans and humans cell biology.

The proterozoic origin of stemness

Basal mechanisms of stemness existing in all stem cell systems
are meaningful evidence for the common origin of stem cells.
In contrast to other opinions [94], we believe that pathogen
protists such as Entamoeba and Giardia can reveal much about
the evolutionary history of LECA and the origins of stemness.
Some researchers still consider both protists as relics of relatives
living in the earliest phase of eukaryotic divergence [95,96].
Analysis of protein kinase sequence data from Entamoeba
and of Giardia supports this hypothesis.
LECA evolution occurred mainly during the Proterozoic age
linked with the oxygenation of the atmosphere and ocean
waters. Four biogeochemical stages [97] are of interest for
understanding LECA’s evolutionary history. They were over
the time: (i) the reduced Archean stage (3.85 to 2.45 GYA) as
the ocean-atmosphere system was essentially free of oxygen,
containing only traces amounts of O2 by water photolysis
and geochemical processes in the shallow oceans. Early
cyanobacteria produced in Archean local oxygen oases, long
before oxygen began to accumulate in the atmosphere. At the
beginning of oxygenic photo-synthesis oxygen levels in the
atmosphere remained low; reduction of substances as H2, CO,
H2S and Fe, consumed the net production of O2. (ii) the stage
of oxidized surface water and reduced deep ocean (2.45 GYA to
1.85 GYA) as the supply of reducible substances decreased,
oxygen began to accumulate in the atmosphere and surface
water and shallow oceans became mildly oxygenated [97],
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while sub-surface water and deep ocean remain anoxic. (iii)
the stage of mildly oxidized deep ocean (1.85 to 0.85 GYA)
initiated probably by a decrease in the supply of reductants
to the deep sea [98]. Interpretations based on proterozoic
sulfur [99] dated the transition from the second to the third
stage about 1850 MYA, while interpretations based on
Proterozoic iron [100] mean the deep ocean remained anoxic
until about 800 MYA. Generally, it is admitted that the deep
ocean remained anoxic for a long period of time until the rate
of oxygen production counterbalanced the geochemistry
of the deep ocean reductants [98]. Atmospheric oxygen
levels did not change significantly and most of the surface
oceans remained mildly oxygenated [97] while sub-surface
waters were commonly anoxic [101]. (iv) the stage of increased
oxygenated shallow oceans and temporarily anoxic deep ocean
(0.85-0.54 GYA) caused by oxygen fluctuations due to ice ages
and geologically events (Figure 3).
The fact is, O2 became a permanent component of the
atmosphere between 2.41 and 2.32 GYA (stage 2). The time
period between 2.4 and 2.0 GYA is known as the Great
Oxygenation Event (GOE) but the most of the O2 excess was
used to transform the geochemical cycle of Fe and of S [97].
During GOE, surface waters must have become progressively
more oxygenated and the oxygen concentration of shallow
oceans was in equilibrium with the atmospheric oxygen.
Stage 3 was rather a static stage without large changes in
O2 concentrations. However, some areas of the shallows
oceans were oxygen minimum zones (OMZ) and the deep
ocean had fluctuating oxygen concentration [97]. On the
other hand some of the sub-surface waters were oxygenated
[101]. Local conditions controlled redox heterogeneity in subsurface waters. The presence of eukaryotic fossils in basinal
shales associated with oxic bottom waters (1400 MYA) is
consistent with hypothesis relating early protists to oxygen
distribution [101]. At the beginning of stage 4 (800-750 MYA)
the great Neoproterozoic Oxygenation Event (NOE) occurred.
This was followed by an accumulation of divergent protist
morphotypes [102].
The evolutionary history of the eukaryotic stem group
(LECA’ family) is closely related with the stages 2 and 3 and
the environmental niches in Paleo-and Mesoproterozoic
populated by the eukaryotic stem group. The oxygenation
of surface and sub-surface ocean waters, the associated
fluctuations and the co-evolution of nitrogen and carbon cycles
in the proterozoic ocean [101] were determinants for LECA’s
evolution that lasts surely more than 1500 MY. Considering
the results from our studies of E. invadens, we agree with
researchers that presumed LECA’s deep history to be in the
anoxic water of the Archean near to the Paleoproterozoic
boundary [103-105]. Thus, the age of LECA varied widely
from ≥2500 MYA to ≥1000 MYA [103,106,107] as the deep
eukaryotic supergroups diverged [104]. The unikont-bikont
bifurcation, separating Unikonts (uniflagellates) such as
Amoebozoa and Opisthokonts (ancestors of animals) from
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Bikonts (biflagellates) such as Excavata (Diplomonades and
Giardia) is suspected to reside at the base of the eukaryotic
tree [108]. To what extent geological records preserve aspects
of the deep eukaryotic history is not definitively clarified
[105]. Evidence of eukaryotes (protistan microfossils and
algae) occurs intermittently in Paleo-and Mezoproterozoic as
fossilized formations (encysted structures and cytoskeleton).
Morphological diversity was low for the earliest recorded
period of protist evolution and many of the protist phyla
are not represented in the old fossil records [109]. Archaean
rocks (3200–2800 MYA) contain exclusively stem-group protist
[105,110] of the LECA family.
There is no doubt that cellular, metabolic and functional
evolution of LECA occured in the Paleo- and Mesoproterozoic.
Oxygen was a dangerous stressor and in order to survive LECA
required efficient detoxification mechanisms. Innovations
in metabolic and molecular mechanisms and LGTs from
prokaryotes and eukaryotes lead LECA to acquire many
developmental innovations and complex genetics [110]. At
the beginning LECA had an extremely simple life cycle. It
was a metabolically anaerobic organism that proliferated by
symmetric division, becoming dormant under unfavorable
conditions inside a protective wall. The extent to which the
innercyst cell differed from the trophic vegetative stage is
unknown. At the time as the eukaryotic super groups diverge
LECA had a most complex life-cycle, life cycle stages and
distinct vegetative cell types controlled by specific gene
sets and subsets, specific for each of its evolutionary phases
as well as a multinucleated totipotent innercyst cell with
reproductive functions [123].
Environmental oxygen increase and decrease, LECA’s response
to the nutrient supply [98] and numerous LGTs led to molecular
mechanisms for asymmetric cell fate, cell renewing and
quiescence by mitotic arrest. These are the fundamental
features of modern day eukaryotic stem cells. LECA’s life cycle
contains finally SH, MH/MO and MO cell lines corresponding
largely to the biogeochemical evolution of the earth [112,113]
and the niches where stem-group eukaryotes resided.
Basal molecular mechanisms for stemness and cell differentiation were embedded in LECA’S late life cycle like pearls
on a necklace. At the beginning of supergroup divergence
LECA’s life cycle took more and more the standards of a stable
hierarchical stem cell protolineage [111]. Both old and newly
acquired mechanisms were transferred from generation
to generation and finally to the divergent groups. These
protolineage features are conserved in many free-living and
pathogen protists living today.
Similarities in the basal mechanisms of stemness found
in the distantly related species of Entamoeba, Giardia and
mammals suggest that at the time of supergroup divergence,
LECA has a variety of genetic adaptations providing molecular
mechanisms for life in the strict hypoxic niches from the
early Paleoproterozoic (SH cell type) and the low oxygenic
and moderate oxygenic niches of the Mesoproterozoic (MH/
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MO cell types) or in more oxygenic niches of the Meso-/ the metabolic rates of replication and proliferation. Prokaryotic
Neoproterozoic boundary (MO cell type). Researchers such as LGT probably had an important role in this evolution [114].
Douglas A. Melton and Ihor R. Lemischka found in mammalian Adaptations and mutations gradually led to distinct metabolic
stem cells 216-283 genes that are active in all types of stem pathways with the best probability of surviving in low and
cells studied (ESC, HSC and neural stem cells) and are unique middle oxygen niches. At the end of this phase LECA (MH)
to the particular stem cell type. The authors considered a set of had an improved anaerobic metabolism best adapted for
about 200 genes as giving stem cells their special properties for the vertical oxygen gradients of the Mesoproterozoic ocean.
self-renewing, quiescence and differentiation (see McKinney M., LECA (MH) acquired new mechanisms which allowed it to
“Genes Key to Stem Cells’‘Stemness’ Identified”, Sciencexpress proliferate in oxygen concentrations between 1% and 5%.
2002;10.1126/science.1072530, 1073823“).
The more O2 that existed in the niche, the faster cell cycling
Fossils provide little support for any ancient eukaryotic and proliferation proceeded. Meeting SH niches, LECA (MH/
development in the early and mid Proterozoic oceans. Some MO) converted transitorily into the previous SH life-style,
1500 MY old protist fossils indicate the molecular capacity for analogue to the modern day ISH life. ITD encystment occurred
simple multicellularity, exogenous and endogenous signaling from SH cells in strong/strict conditions (anoxic sediments)
features, clusters of cells and bifurcating processes [110]. Such or in densely populated communities consuming oxygen by
fossils suggest that the cellular and molecular capacity for detoxification mechanisms.
differentiation evolved early in eukaryotic developement.
With such capabilities LECA populations increased explSome Mesoproterozoic protists fossils have three different cell osively, depleting nutrient resources. The quantity of metatypes, other protists formed cell colonies with an outer layer bolites and mitogens for symmetric division and identical
of cells that protect interior cells from dangerous stressors. daughter cells became critical. It can be assumed that at
Such protists have distinct developmental programs, one for a certain time a mother cell has insufficient resources to
the central cells and another for the peripheral cells. This is generate identical daughter cells and division became
similar to the few SRT cells of E. invadens embedded in culture biased towards an unequal distribution of mitotic suppliers
sediments in a protective mass of dominant MAT cells (Table 7). (transcripts). Asymmetric cell fate arises. The mother cell
segregates determinants unequally into its progeny [115].
The evolutionary phases of stemness and cell differentiation The daughter cell getting sufficient mitogens continues the
The early evolutionary phase and the SH cell type
cell cycle as cycling cell (D1 analogue) and the other (D2
The strict hypoxic ancestor living in the late Archean analogue) wait in G0 phase for better times, re-entering the
-Paleoproterozoic boundary was quite similar to the ISH cells cell cycle as soon as more abundant nutrients appeared. The
of E. invadens. LECA (SH) and its progeny had symmetric cell back and forth swinging between rich and poor nutrient
fate and a two-stage life cycle consisting of a vegetative SH niches led finally to intrinsic mechanisms of asymmetric cell
cell and a resting ITD cyst. Ex-cystment occurred probably fate and non-identical daughter cells. LECA (MH) encodes the
at the ratio 1:1. ISH cell is the closest relative of LECA (SH) molecular programs for asymmetric cell fate, D2 cell arrest
and, in a certain sense a living relic. It conserves mechanisms and cell cycle reentry. D2 quiescence remains a mechanism
for identical cell fate, symmetric division and strict hypoxic of stem cell protection against stressors. Modifying its cell
ITD encystment [111]. A slow decrease of hypoxia stopped surface antigenicity-as seen in Giardia [4]- the quiescent cell
LECA (SH) at a checkpoint similarly with the SH checkpoint becomes reversibly differentiated. The modern day cell type
for ISH/G2 cells. Mitotic arrest of ISH/G2 cells, quiescence best corresponding to LECA (MH) are the tertiary SRT cell of
and encystment protect LECA (SH) and its DNA from abrupt E invadens and Giardia.
oxygen damage. LECA’s quiescence was at first a mechanism
of cell protection against the oxygen stressor.
The last evolutionary phase
Is a phase of oxygenic deve-lopment (MO phase). Two major
The middle evolutionary phase and the MH/MO cell type developments chara-cterized this phase. One is the deveWith the beginnings of oxygenation the strict hypoxic lopment of a metabolic anaerobe stem cell line proli-ferating
molecular mechanisms of the anaerobic LECA were inadequate exclusively in moderate oxygenic niches without the capacity to
and became inoperative in the low oxygenated environments. live and proliferate in SH and MH niches (LECA/MO). The second
Oxygen and reactive oxygen species (ROS) were toxic and is the development of an autonomous intrinsic mechanism of
their toxicity meant stress for LECA (SH) that required endopolyploidization and terminal differentiation linked to this
new mechanisms of detoxifying the oxygen stress. In this oxygenic cell line. Under this consideration it is questionable if
evolutionary stage LECA adapted to neutralize ROS by LECA's age ends about ≥1000 MYA [103,106,107] or continues
modifying enzymes (catalase, glutathione peroxidase, into the Neoproterozoic period (NEO, 800-750 MYA).
glutathione transferase) or non-enzymatically, by antioxidands
Before the divergence of the eukaryotic super-group, LECA
as vitamin E and C. On the other hand, ROS molecules were used proliferates more often in moderate oxygenic environments
as intermediates in a variety of enzymatic reactions increasing lacking hypoxic conditions. Under these conditions it decides to
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Table 7. The evolutionary history of stemness and cell differentiation.
Age
(MYA)

Eon

Main oxygenic
event

Oxygenation

Fossil records

LECA’s life
cycle stages

3850

Archean

--

Ocean-atmosphere system

--

--

O2 free; Oxygen traces by

SH

water photolysis (oases);
H2, CO, H2S, Fe bound O2
2450

Paleoproterozoic

GOE

Reduced substances decreased

stem-group

(H2, CO, H2S, Fe);

Protists

MH

Oxygen accumulates in surface
waters; Deep ocean oxygen free
1750

Mesoproterozoic

OMZ

Oxygen fluctuations in the

Cellular differentiation:

anoxic deep ocean;

3 different cell types;

OMZ in shallow oceans; Redox

2 developmental programs

heterogeneity in sub-surface

(Knoll et al., 2006,

MH/MO

waters (static stage)

Butterfield 2004, 2005)

1000

Neoproterozoic

--

Oxygenated shallow oceans;
Anoxic deep ocean (Ice age)

Eukaryotic divergence

MO

800

--

NEO

--

--

--

750

--

--

--

--

stem cell
protolineage

540

Cambrian

--

--

Cambrian explosion

--

GOE: Great oxygenation event; OMZ: Oxygen minimum zone; NOE: Neoproterozoic oxygenation event; SH: Strict hypoxic
stage; MH: Moderate hypoxic stage; MO: More oxygenic stage

bypass extrinsic signaling and replaced them by a safer terminal
differentiation pathway by autonomous mechanisms (ATD
encystment). This development brought one of the most
important evolutionary steps in the biology of cell differentiation–the autonomous differentiation program. At the end
of its proterozoic evolution LECA contains three genes subsets
for each of its evolutionary stages (SH, MH, MO) and two
molecular mechanisms for more hypoxic ITD and more oxygenic
ATD encystment. The innercyst cell (metacyst) hatching
out from the cyst state established a primary stem cell line
that was sensitive towards oxygenic stressors. If this primary
cell line encountered a habitat relatively rich in oxygen (MO
niche) then it went into a secondary cell line living exclusively
in MO niches by fast cycling and autonomous ATD encystment.
When oxygen concentration decreased the secondary
cell line converts into a tertiary MH cell line. If the primary
non-continuous cell line encounters less oxygenic environments (MO niches) it continues as a tertiary MH cell line
capable for ITD encystment.
After the Cambrian explosion, species reside in a greater
variety of habitats and many of these species exhibit structural
and genetic regressive evolution at the nodes of the eukaryotic
evolution as described from fossil kinoms [97]. Similar losses
occurred in the protolineage gene subsets with the final result
that protist pathogens have today a more intact set of proto-

lineage genes while protist commensals have a greater loss [17].

Conclusions and perspectives

This paper describes in detail the first stem cell system
discovered in protists which sheds light on LECA’s stemness
and details of LECA’s complex life cycle. Pathogen protists such
as E. invadens have conserved to a large extent LECA’ stem cell
protolineage as it was developed in the Proterozoic. Similar
to LECA, E. invadens has a complex life-cycle containing three
vegetative stages (SH, MH/MO and MO) and two terminal
differentiation patterns namely a more hypoxic ITD (or HTD)
induced by extrinsic signaling and a more oxygenic ATD (or
OTD) that starts encystment autonomously. It contains all basal
mechanisms of stemness and cell differentiation observed
in higher eukaryotes. Autonomous terminal differentiation
explains “spontaneous” encystment of Entamoeba and Giardia
previously described in cultures. The fully conserved ancestral
protolineage gene subsets lead to pathogenicity and tissue
invasiveness. T stem cells (MAT cells) are the most invasive
cells of Entamoebae and the t-SRL line producing MAT cells
is the unique immortal stem cell line of the lineage. We
consider pathogen protists and especially E. invadens to be
a worthwhile organism for studying the basal mechanisms
of stemness and hope other protist researchers carry this
research field further.
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List of abbreviations

A cell: Metacystic amoebulae (propagule)
Aa(Sm): Culture medium preconditioned by Serratia marcescens
containing Aerobacter aerogenes sediments
AaEM: Hypoxic/hypoosmotic encystment medium
AGT: Average generation time
AnSC: Ancient stem cells
ATD: Autonomous terminal differentiation
ASC: Adult stem cells
CE: Cyclic encystment
D1 and D2 cells: Non identical daughter cells
DO: Dissolved oxygen
ESC: Embryonic stem cells
GOE: Great oxygenation event
GYA: Gigayears ago
HSC: Haematopoietic stem cells
iPSC: Induced pluripotent stem cells
INI: Initiation phase of subcultures
ISH: Identical strong hypoxic cells
ITD: Induced terminal differentiation
LECA: Last eukaryotic common ancestor
LGT: Lateral gene transfer
LT: Long term cultures
MA: Mitotic arrested stem cells (quiescent D2)
MAP, MAS, MAT: Primary, secondary and tertiary MA cells
MH: Moderate hypoxic (niche, life cycle stage)
MO: More oxygenic (niche, life cycle stage)
MYA: Million years ago
NOE: Neoproterozoic oxygenation event
OCB: Oxygen consuming bacteria (OCB niches)
pO2: Oxygen pressure
P, S, T: Primary, secondary and tertiary stem cells
P/S, P/T, S/T: Stem cell conversions
PDP, PDS, PDT: Predecesor cells for P, S, T stem cells
ROS: Reactive oxygen species
RSC: Reserve stem cells
SARC: Stirring and re-centrifugation
SH: Strict/strong hypoxic (niche, life cycle stage)
SR: Self renewing stem cells (cycling D1 cells)
SRP, SRS, SRT: Primary, secondary and tertiary SR cells
SRL: Self renewing stem cell lines (p-SRL, s-SRL, t-SRL)
TD: Terminal differentiation
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